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Abstract

There were quite a few studies recently on how to improve the performance of lower extremity. Among which, the
passive leg press training and vibration training were considered to be the effective training methods. The aim of this
study was to determine which one is better than the other. The participants were 16 female college volleyball players
and they were evenly divided into vibration group (30Hz, 60secs, 10 sets) and PLP group (2Hz, 15secs, 5sets). An
AMTI force plate was used to collect the data of counter movement jump pre- and post-training, and then the jumping
rate and landing rate of these two groups were compared. The results showed a significant difference in jumping rate
between pre- and post-training (P＜0.05) for the PLP group. Therefore, the research found that acute PLP training
would strengthen the performance of the lower extremity.
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Abstract

This research by the kinematics characteristic's angle, uses Kwon the 3D motion analysis system, the discussion
common technical college male students when the weight training, the actual weight and estimate 1RM influence in the
bar piece ascending velocity, take six technical college male students as a sample, by the thigh extensor, analyzes the
knee joint angle (0°~90°) the average velocity, carries on a time biggest myodynamia examination and two estimates
(5RM, 10RM) the biggest myodynamia examination, for this experiment's standard. When collects its weight,
description statistics way quite actual 1RM and the hypothesized 1RM A group (5RM), the hypothesized 1RM B group
(10RM) forecast the way carries on the material analysis. Obtained actual really has the remarkable difference finally
with estimate 1RM in the bar piece ascending velocity characteristic. Actual 10RM estimated that the 1RM barbell rises
the value to be close actual 1RM, therefore has the obvious difference.
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